
 

 

 

 
 

Training Introduction 

 
Following this introduction are some basic training Drills to get coaches started for the year. 

 

The Drills can be used throughout the year as they suit a player’s improving skills. 

 

The basic theme behind the drills is to keep the players in constant contact with the ball from dribbling to shooting/passing 

and then retrieving the ball themselves and dribbling it back to their start position. 

 

Each team is broken up into small groups to compete against each other, this gives them less time to stand around become 

bored and muck up… a coaches night mare. 

 

Each Drill should only last as long as it holds the teams interest, if they begin to get restless move on the the next Drill. 

 

The coaches job is enhanced if parents can be called in to help manage each small group, counting scores, calling the time 

and controlling behaviour. 

 



Key: 

 
Drill 1.  The Juggle 

 

This is a great way to start the session as each player meanders into the group. 

 

Give each a ball and depending on their skill level 

 

A. The player kicks the ball into the air alternatively with left and right foot 

 

B. The player kicks the ball into the air and catches it, repeating with left and right feet. 

 

The score can be taken for each player at the start of the year… compare the improvement 

throughout the year. 

 



 
The 'stages' of juggling: this is all about ball mastery  

1. start with the holding the ball out in front, drop and kick up and catch (tips: use the laces part of the boot, watch the ball closely). Get 5 or 

10 in a row then do other foot.  

2. No hands, but allow one bounce between juggles  

3. Do No.1 in motion, walking between lines (left foot, right foot, alternate feet). One point for catch., minus 2 for drop or other scoring 

system.  

4. Progress eventually to normal juggling and break your record, set targets, Count 3 for the first juggle if you get the ball up to start with 

without your hands.  

5. Progression of Nos.1&3. Try to keep the ball in the air while moving between 2 lines. Have markers to achieve 1/4, 1/2 or 3/4 of the way  

6. Juggling in pairs or teams, juggling tennis. 



 

Drill 2. Target Shoot 
Two teams at either end each player has a ball. The “Target” ball is placed in the middle of the two teams. Each player tries to hit the Target 

ball with the ball they kick and bounce the Target ball over the other teams line to score a point. 

 

 



Drill 3 Race around Cones 
Two or more teams race through the cones dribbling he ball, 2

nd
 team member can start when when 1

st
 player reaches the end.  1s player must 

dribble back to end of cue. 

Keep the teams small so there is minimal standing around waiting. So have two , three or Four teams competing. 



Drill 4 Dribble Pass 
Two or more teams form up about 5m from the line and dribble to the line then pass to the cone goals. Players must pass before but close to 

the line. Players then retrieve their own ball and dribble back to the queue. Parent helpers are with each team calling the score out loudly so all 

the other teams can hear… this creates pressure for the players.  Have enough players in each team to create a continuous cycle. 



Drill 5 Basketball 

Two v One – the two players pass back and forwards while the single player tries to intercept, not 

tackle. 



Drill 6 Dribble Stop and Turn 

Each player has a ball 1. racing from line to line while dribbling. 2. As 1 but must stop and control 

ball by placing foot on top when coach calls stop  3. As 1 and 2 but add a “turn” call. This 

encourages speed dribbling but also ball control by keeping it close. 

 



There is another basic suite of drills based around a square;  

 

1.Dribbling in the square, keep the ball inside, avoid other players. Verbal (or whistle) instructions from coach - stop, turn, 

toe tapping, sole tapping, 'find another ball'.  

Progress to hand signals so players have to look up, have awareness.  

 

2.Dribbling across the square such as drill 6, progress to half the players starting on the other side, start on adjacent sides  

 

3.Games. Sharks and Pirates, across the square/sea, keep the ball/treasure from the sharks. Inside the square, keep possession 

while removing other players balls from the square. 

 


